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in fields such as PCM transmission systems and digital computers is
towards a higher bit rate and a faster signal proeessing. Application of Gunn
devices, especially the Schottky Barrier Gate-Gunn Effect Digital Device (SBGl)
GEDD), to those field.s has been considered extremely attra.ctive. This is so because of the following properties; 1) high switching speed of 50 ps inherent to
the domain formation, 2) simple devi-ce structure with various signal processing
functions, for example, pulse regenerator, d.ua1 gate logic element a"nd so on, 3)
availability of the monolithic integration with a semi-insulating GaAs substrate.
Although planar Gunn devices are still in the laboratory stage and man;' vrorks
remain to be done i-n understanding the details of deviee behaviour and GaAs materia1, the potential of Gunn effect devices for high speed logic i-s expeeted to be
gr.eat. To demonstrate the feasibility of the systen application, two kinds of
the integrated. Gunn devices which have been developed in our laboratory will be
described; a dynamic shift register for GHz clock rate and a high speed adder
with a picosecond caruy generator.
The trend

Figure 1 shows a monolithic chip of a 2-bit shift register eomposed of dual
o\
.3)
Schottky gate devices,.l Unit device serves as AND function for tr,vo inputsf one is
clock pulse and the other is d.oinain pulse from the proceed.ing stage devi-ce.
Improving high bit rate performance under DC bias cond.ition, rrue introd.uced. the
foll-owing processes! The first is a gate notch stmcture in which the active layer
thiclmess is reduced under the Schottky gate. The second is a nev'/ isolation

utilizing the orientation dependence on chemical etehing. Adapting this
process to the connection between the devices, the fine gate of 2 p length was
obtained for the device with 35 p spacing between anode and cathode electrodes.
Reducing the spacing to 20 )tt 5 GHz operation ca"n be realized. The present shift
register will find. their extensive applications in various pulse processingr for
'
exa.niple PCM multiplexer.
technique

is a Gunn effect carry generator used for a binary ad'der.1)
Experimental 4-bit carry generator (as shown 1n Fig. 2) is composed of four SBGGEDDfs with a conmon cathode. An important feature of this device is to utilize
the l-ateral spreading domain whose velocity is very fast; 1-4x1OB cm,/s was obtained
Another
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experimentally. [he latera]- spread.ing domain which comesponils to the carry
signal can be controlled by changing the potential d.istribution in the active
area, Therefore this device may be called a functional d.evice.
Tf we can integrate the 64-bj-t add.6r consisting of this carry generator, Gunn
effect ANDr ancl EXCtrUSI\IE 0R gates on one chip, the total number of gates will be
about 200 and the addition time will be within 1 ns.
0n the other hand., the present d.ayfs algorithm introduces a para]1e1 circuit
ciesign (e.q" carry look-ahead add.er) to inerease the operation speed. at the
expense of more than 3OOO logic IC gates for 64-bit ad"dition.
Thusr utilizing the function of the Gunn ri.omains, the complex circuits can
be made to be simple and fast.
Ach:ov'declgment is given to the cooperation of our research group persoru:el
in caruing out of these stud.ies.
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Fig. 1
Ii[onolithic chip of a 2-bit
Gurur effect shift register.
Four AIVD gates are integrated.
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Fig. 2
lntegrated 4-bit carry generator composed of four SBGGEDD| S with a common cathod.e.

